Color Prescription Label Printer

Improve Efficiency, Patient
Satisfaction and Safety
With ClariSafe™ Color Prescription Labels

Personalize Prescriptions
and Provide Drug Education

Improve Prescription Certainty
and Enhance Drug Descriptions

Assures better patient understanding of prescription
labels with use of color coding as well as printing
easy to read auxiliary warning labels on demand.

Higher resolution of medication images on label as well
as better readability of prescription labels with easy to
read fonts reduces possibility of taking wrong medication.

Encourage Repeat Business and
Improve Patient Online Access

Simplify Label Handling
and Reduce Inventory Costs

Ability to print 2D and 3D high capacity color
barcodes provides patient with quick access to
supplemental information on prescription labels.

The compact ClariSafe printer eliminates the need
to stock and add multiple pre-printed colored drug
warning labels to prescriptions.

www.ClariSafePrinters.com

ClariSafe™ Powered by Addmaster
Wide Variety of Prescription Labels
ClariSafe will print color prescription labels in a wide
range of formats to fit pill containers of varying sizes.
Here are two examples:
No costly preprinted
labels required

Improves readability
with more legible fonts

High resolution
color printing

Your pharmacy logo here

Ability to print QR codes and high
capacity 2D & 3D color codes

ClariSafe prints on plain label rolls

Medical Color Label Printer
In addition to printing integrated drug warnings,
ClariSafe can print a wide variety of drug warning
labels on-demand and meet additional labeling needs
using compatible software such as Bar Tender.

medication errors by delivering clear, crisp, easy to read
printed labels in color to your patients. Its print resolution
also gives you the ability to print high quality graphics,
alpha-numerics and 1D, 2D and 3D color barcodes.

Prescription information and instructions can be
difficult to read and understand. Powered by HP Inkjet
Technology, ClariSafe enables you to reduce the risk of

Easy to use and maintain, the hardware, firmware
and software integrates simply into your practice.

Technical Specifications

Media

Print Method

HP Inkjet Technology

Label Width

2.5"

P/N

97262

Label Length

Variable

Ink Type

Single tri-color cartridge

Auto Cutter

Standard

Print Speed

6 labels/minute average

Media Handling

Roll fed ID:2"; OD:4"

Print Mode

Graphics, Alpha-numerics, ID, Bar codes,
2D codes, 3D color codes

Connectivity

USB 2.0, Ethernet

Dimensions

7" × 11" × 6"
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